Gobert (ATILF, CNRS/Université de Lorraine), they even invented a new sport aptly named dicogym, a very enjoyable activity involving gymnastics with dictionary volumes.
Nine successive courses made up the major part of the semester: -Metalexicography (Rufus H. Gouws "Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionaries: a practical introduction"; -Martina Nied Curcio (Università degli Studi Roma Tre) and Sascha Wolfer (IDS Mannheim): "Search strategies and user behavior in online language resources. An observation study with learners of German"; -Stefania Nuccorini (Università degli Studi Roma Tre): "'Napoleon had a beautiful white hand': phraseology in a nineteenth-century English-French dictionary"; -Denis Paperno (Loria/CNRS): "Introduction to distributional semantics: something to glean for the lexicographer?"; -Alain Polguère (ATILF/Université de Lorraine): "The geometry of lexical models"; -Stefan Schierholz (Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg): "Die Zukunft des Wörterbuchs"; -Sven Tarp (Aarhus Universitet): "Goodbye to dictionaries"; -Sabine Tittel (Dictionnaire Étymologique de l'Ancien Français/Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften): "People, paper, online, ongoing: the Diction-naire Étymologique de l'Ancien Français (DEAF) and its place in e-Lexicography"; -Elizaveta Zimont (Université de Liège/FNRS): "Adjectives and adverbs in the Dutch-French lexicography (1527-1700): between conventionality and reality".
One of the most important events for our students certainly was the EMLex Master's colloquium, which was held on 13 April, with ten students from the "Samuel Lin The students of the "Samuel Linde" and the "Igor Mel'čuk" classes participated in lively discussions about the various masters dissertations, and many students of the "Igor Mel'čuk" class got inspired by these debates for their own dissertations. On 14 April, students and teachers went for an excursion to lake Madine in the Lorraine countryside. Tomara Gotkova had organised for two EMLex teams to participate in the Nancy Ekiden relay race on 15 April: they formed the "Blue team" (Polina Goriunova, Žanete Hegmane, Sonia Kropiowska, Saee Kulkarni, Djeya Ange Océane Meyan, and Olha Novikova), and the "White team" (Ângela Zanelato Contier, Laura Hernández Guadarrama, Konan Jean Mermoz Kouassi, Malina Patel, Clarissa Stincone, and Gulzhazira Yesmakhanova). Thus, EMLex made it to the sports section of the local newspaper L'Est Républicain twice (11 April and 16 April).
Furthermore, the four students of the "Samuel Linde" class from Université de Lorraine -Nikolay Chepurnykh, Tomara Gotkova, Žanete Hegmane, and Polina Mikhel -shot a video about their lexicographic experience in their third semester: "Romance etymology, comparative reconstruction, and lexicography: the compilation of a Dictionnaire Étymologique Roman (DÉRom) entry", which is available at the ATILF's web site: http://www.atilf.fr/DERom/derom_pe.php.
The common semester was then concluded by two intense days. On 14 June, the EMLex Career Day took place under the patronage of Université de Lorraine's Orientation and Professional Integration Services (SOIP), involving two highlights: a round table with lexicographers from publishing houses established in seven countries (Ch. Beck, Duden, Editorial SM, Pharos Dictionaries, Porto Editora, Reverso-Softissimo, and Zanichelli) and 90 minutes of "speed advising", during which about thirty EMLex students and recent graduates benefited from practical advice provided by representatives from the above-named companies that specialise in dictionary publication, as well as from recruitment consultants and academics.
On the morning of 15 June, the four students of the "Samuel Linde" class from Université de Lorraine had their dissertation vivas before an international examination board. After their successful examination their graduation ceremony took place in the afternoon, in presence of the Presidents and Vice-Presidents of the EMLex universities and of the company representatives who had taken part in the EMLex Career Day. One of the highlights of this ceremony was the EMLex song composed by Carlos Valcárcel Riveiro and intoned by students, teachers, Presidents, and company representatives alike. The festivities culminated in an unforgettable EMLex party hosted by Saee Kulkarni, Djeya Ange Océane Meyan, Jianan Shao, Gulzhazira Yesmakhanova, and Mingming Zhao at a restaurant in the countryside near Nancy. The students are now leaving for internships and will return to their EMLex home universities in early autumn to commence their second year in the programme, which will conclude with their own masters dissertations.
Shortly after the end of this enjoyable and successful summer term, the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) informed the coordinat-
